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ThiS_paper briefly describes a survey taken at the University of

Nebraska-Linddln assessing the frequency and type of cheating by engineering

students. The results indicdte that the majority of stUdedt6 cheat. Several

negative consequences are identified; including harm done to_cheaters them-

selves; the profession, and society at large. Several solUtiOn6 are also

proposed; 'including persuading students to realize the harmful_ consequences of

cheating; aSSignitig_Ungtaded_homework problems or assigning different problems

to differeAt students., and closely monitoring students taking exams.

it is suggested_that_60te nenefit_would be gained from publicizing univefisity

and departmental policies on cheating; with the assumption that these pcilicies

are strictly enforced.

This paper was_preaented at the 19th Midwest Section of the American 1

Society of gnginedritig Education meeting (March; 1984; Wichita).



'Cheating in Engineering Courses:

Short- and Long-Term Consequences

Why woi.ry about cheating? Simple; it concerns us all.

the national level, Carnegie Council Report notes that

there is a gidwing "ethical deterioration" in academic

life;
4
he report indicated that an increasing percentage

)

of college students feel that "some forms of cheating are

necessary to get the grades they want [Fair Practfces in

Higher Education: -RightS and of Students-:"

and Their Colleges, in a Period of Tntensified Competition

lox Enrollments, San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 1979].

"Ddspite a growing public awareness that college cheating

is epideEic" [John S. Baird, Jr., "Current Trends in College

Cheating:" Psychology in the 17; 1980; 515-521]

instructors and students Often overlook the implications of

academic dishonesty . . .-by applying the common myths

"Don' worry they'll get caught it the end;" and

"They're only hurtingthem-selV6S." However; such is not

the case. Cheating has ShOrt term offelv both in and out

Of thg classroom; with long-range effects that reach far

1
Int- the field of professional engineering;

SiMply betauseiLecent surlfel res s indicate widespread cheating among

college Students is no basis for presuming that cheating is a major problem

in engineering programs. Jack Evett reports that, aside from his own opinion

tettersind articles even remotely concerned with cheating among engineering

students have appeared in any ASEE pUblicatiOnS.2; The lack of information on

this.-subject ptOMpted the present study' in an attempt to document whether and
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to what extent engine ring students cheati with careful consideration giVen to

the consequences of aid possible solutions

The Survey

Questionnaire. A thirteen-item questionnaire was designed to gather

the_problem.

information about the '*-eSpoildents' CPA, financial assistance, membership in

honorary societies, living arrangements; gender; and frequenty and type of

cheating on homework assignments and tests. Also included were four questions

_

assessing respondents' perceptions of cheating among their peers.

Respondents. The questionnaire was administered to 287 Students (251

men, 36 women) enrolled in the EngineeringEthics course reqUited of all seniors
..

majoring in engineering at the University of Nebraska-Lincoln. Only one student

declined to complete the questionnaire, and seven other students were ebseqt

on the day-Tt was administe'red.

Data-Analysis; The responSeSeere tabUlated and cross-tabulated. No

statistical tests of significance were conducted:
11011

Que-stian_Selection.

_

For the purposes pf this proceedings report,

addition to the demographic information, four questions considered to be

particular interest are:

Question 7; Even when the ifiStruttOrhas made clear that a homework

assignment or take-hoMe test is to be done on an individual

I have nevertheless

in completing the assignment.

A. Always

4.

,-

worked with one or more other Students

Usually C. Sometimes D. Seldom E. Neve

Question 8. Whena crib sheet (Cheat Sheet) is not permissible on an

exam, I use one anyway. ThiS would include such things as

Writing formulas on the desk, on the back of blue books, or on paper

to be used for the exam

A. Always B. Usually C. Sometimes D. Seldom E. Never

4



Question 11. EvenWheri the instructor has made it clear that homework
a

assignments or take-home tests are to bq completed on an individual

basis, percent of. my claSsmates.,wor with one or more other

individuals in completing the assignment.

A. 60% or more B,. 40 to 6 4 4c. 20

Question 12.

exam,

such things as writing formulas on the desk; on the back of blue

40% D. o 24. E. Fewer than 5%.

When a-crib sheet (cheat sheet) is not permissible on an

percetit of my classmates use one. This would include

books, or on paper to be used for tht exam.

A. 60% or more B. 40 to 60% C. 20 to 40% D. 5 6o 20% E. Fewer than 5%

Results

_______
Question 7. ohly 125 of(Oe respondents (44%) reported that they had never

and would never collaborate with another person on a homework assignrient.

Although 99 of the remaining respondents 5%).i.Aicated that only seldom had

they or would they collaborate, 59 of the respondels (20%) reported that they

usually or sometimes collaborate. 454

ion 8. Regarding the use of crib sheets, 236 respondefits.(82%)

_

-report/ that they had never and would never_use them,'43 respondents (15%)

that they seldom use theM, and the remaining -8 resporldents (3%) that they
ft,

usually or sometimes use crib sheets.

Question 11. Only 35 reSponde4tS (13%) repotted perceiving fewer4 than 5%

,Of their .pars as never having collaborated on assignments; However; 155 1_

#

responders (56%) reported perceiVini more than 20% of their peers as having .

collaborated;

QUest-ion 1i; Regarding the Use of crib sheets, 156 respondents (56%,

reported perceiving that feWer than 5% of their peers use them, 84 respondents

_

(30%) that 5 to 20% of theAr peers use them, and the remaining 37 respondents
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(14%) that 20% or more of their peers use use Crib sheets.

Summary of Results

These results indicate that cheating is common, among engineering students.

their own admissi , 56% of the respondents reported having ignored;

least occasionally, specific instructions not to collaborate on graded assign-

ments. Further; 20% of the respondATAeported frequent collaboration with

others.

As might be expected, far fewer students r ported.using crib sheets-, on

,exams tYan collaborating on graded assignments'"" Presumably this is because

_
riskof the high risk of being detected when cheating on exams as apposed to the low

risk when collaborating on homework assignments.
3 Nevertheless, 18% of the

t
respondents reported having used crib sheet on exams, even if only itirequently,-

:

4
and this is too large a segment of the population to ignore.

is interesting to note that those Audents who reported the greatpst

amountofcollahorationalsop -erceived the largest-percentage of their class-
,

mates collaborating.' For instance, among the 14 respondents who reported
r.

that they usually col aboxate on-assignments, 11 of them (78%) also teporte-

. perceiving that no fewer than 40% of their classmates Collaborate as-Well.

_HAY' arl,; among the i26 respondents reporting that they seldom collaborate:,

only 21 (17%) reported perceiving that no fewer than 40% of their classmates

collaborate.

These results are similar to those of other surveys indicating that

cheating is widespread among college students
4
and support Evett's conclulion

..

that cheating is also commonplace among engineering students. Perhaps

one of the reasons why cheating is so wiedespread is that teachers-and
i --. k ;__ ____

Students alike fail to relognize the serious consequencep off cheating- -for

themselves and others--and;-thusi do not take steps to minimize it. Some of

ti

=1
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the consequences and solutions are considered here and may motivate both
F.

teachers and-students to work actively against cheating.

Consequences of Cheating

_ _

Grnde Inflat-ion.' One of ;the consequerices of cheating is grade fnflation:

WhiCh leads to,a cheapening of values assigned to previously acceptable

grades.- ThiS is Self-defeating; tor.by the act of chdatiftg the student,lias

Created an envtrvnment in, whichjugh grades are rendered meaningless by

their common occurrence. Also;because of grade inflation; students

xperience even greater pressure. to obtain excellent grades.

Harm doneto NorriCheaters. Students with high CPAs are most likely.to

be retained in those programs with limited _numbers of openings. Certainly

the most able students should be kept in those programs; but the high

incidence of cheating diminiSheS the creditability of the CPA as a valid *

.

index of Sometmarginal students may be retained in progra s' merely

because of their superidr ability to cheat rather than for their real

ability to handle the material.

TMployment Consequences. The ultimate reason for cheating; presumably;

is tp obtain quality employment. Unfortunately; cheating prevents one from

mastering the skills needed to excel in a given position; this lack of skills

may cause'the employee to be digthiSSed, resulting io'harm both to self and .

family.' An even,more harmful consequence results,if the employer presumes

that:the deficient employee is inditatiVe &f all graduates of a particular,
.

program and`; accordingly; avoids hifing other graduates of that program.-)Tn

this manner; one cheater can negatively affect the hiring potential of

tany_other students;

1,e1moti?__Self and Society. W{ en people cheat, they are lying to them-

,

selves by c8Astructing an inflated' self-ithOtettibh about their abilities.

s



ThiS iS something. akin to weight.Iifters deceiving themselves into lielievihg

they can lift a much heavier weigljt than they actually) can simp179" betaUSe

they had inflated the numbers stamped orb their practice weights. WhereaSi

Ar
the harm in the case of the weight lifte-; 1,s,confined to self (physical

injury from lifting too heavy a weight); an engineer .who has undergone

similar self=deceptibA is in a position to do harm to a far greater number'

of people.

.

Proposed- SUlutions_

The
A 140st effective solUtions are those that seek to prevent cheating in

the first place. Aneffectivealthoughdifficult_toimplementstrategy
14;,

is to convince students that cheating works to their disadvantage and that

e

they have little to gain and much to,lose from it.

A second measure is to use assignment and exam procedures making it

difficult for students to theat. Other studies as well as this ondPreport

7

hat the most frequent form of Cheating occurs on homework assignmeAs;

in light of_this; an instructor should change the assignments atickexams from-

-

one semester to the next and; within a given class, either not grade homework

assignments or assign unique problems to each student.

A third thing that can be done to help prevent cheating is to make clear

to students and teachers; both in writing and in person, the university and
V

Vepartme talpe-ficies proscribing-cheating. FUrther, terse policies should

_

-clearly specify the sanctions implemented for cheating. All concern# should

'understand that these policies and sanctions have little deterring value if

they are not enforced.;

Summary

This paper briefly describes
1
a survey done at the UniVersity of

NebraSkA=Lincetan assessing the frequency and type of cheating by engineering
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.stUdents. (The results indicate :that the majority of students chea.

turther; students reported t(hat'they perceive the yast majority of their

classmates as cheating;. The negative con-sequences for Cheating Arc several

including harm done to'the cheaters themselves; to thb prefeSSibn

itiutity to which they belting, and telsociety in general. In light -(21 these

;

harthS,.sever-gl 4olutions are proposed; including persuading stabfitS to

realize the damaging' consequences of cheating; encouraging instructors to

assign unique .problems for each student; closely monitoring, students'
,

;

,

,,

exam behaviors, and publicizing and enforcing university and departmental.

policies on cheating.

.
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7
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